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The  
Closing   

Statement 

Fellow RELANC Members,  

Happy fall everyone! In this season of change, RELANC continues our work to support you and 

your clients. 

This year’s legislative session was another wild one, with numerous last-minute bills. Most 

notably for our organization, a permanent Remote Online Notarization (RON) bill is now law, 

effective July 1, 2023. RON will be covered in more detail elsewhere in this newsletter and 

implementation of the bill will be an ongoing project for the next nine months or more. 

During this last session, RELANC also took steps to oppose a bill that would have made 

significant changes to the partition process in North Carolina. Although we can all agree that the 

current process is not perfect, the proposed bill would have increased the costs for litigants 

without any real benefit. Going forward, we intend to recommend more targeted reforms to 

protect the parties in partitions from abuses. 

With the “short” session of the General Assembly ended, our focus has turned to more direct 

consumer protection measures. We have been investigating a number of non-attorney settlement 

shops in order to determine whether or not they have engaged in the unauthorized practice of 

law. Where we do find UPL issues, we follow a variety of different pathways to shut down or 

reform these settlement shops. 

Finally, RELANC is taking steps to ensure that the best closing practices are being followed by 

its own members. In the next few months, we will roll out an update to our highly regarded 

“Standards of Practice” document, which will support your desire to uphold the very highest 

standards of our profession. This document will serve as a public acknowledgement of these 

standards to which we as RELANC members aspire.  

Thank you, and I hope everyone remains busy and safe. 

~~Randy 

President’s Message  Randy H. Herman, Cary 
B.A. Folk  
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RELANC has tracked and engaged in legislative work since 2011 and has produced 
relevant content in the form of brochures and best practice documents for members and 
for the public. We have also concerned ourselves with non-legislative issues affecting 
real property attorneys and their clients and have engaged in statewide partnerships to 
address issues of concern to wider audiences. Here are some examples of this work. 

Examples of Deliverables 
• Standards of Practice (Under revision) 
• Closing Brochure for the public 
• Tax Proration Brochure for the public 
• Membership Roster Booklet  
• Pandemic Best Practices  

 
Some General Issues We Have Followed 

• North Carolina-South Carolina boundary 
• LegalZoom issues  
• E-closing & Electronic Notary 
• Remote Online Notary 
• Wire Fraud, Cyberfraud & Insurance 
• Social Engineering & Business Email Compromise/Phishing 
• Uniform Recording Fees 
• Notice of Settlement Act 
• Marketable Title Act 
• Workforce Housing Loan Program 

 
Examples of Typical Legislation 

• Early Rental Termination by Military Members H488 & S401, 2017 
• HOA/Condo Crime & Fidelity Insurance H625 & S491, 2017 (Kornerstone bill) 
• Identity Theft Protection Act (Data Breach) H904, 2019 
• Joint tenancy with rights of survivorship, SB451, 2019 
• Liability of Register of Deeds for Failure to Record, H264, 2019 
• Orphan Roads, H620, 2019 
• Protecting Tenants at Foreclosure Act Restored, H531, 2019 
• Public Roads H457 & s373 Performance Guarantees/ Subdivision Streets,2017 
• Surveying and Plat Recording Changes H454 & S372, 2017 
• Title insurance companies’ claims reserve HB 708, 2019 

 
Partnerships 

• NC Closing Best Practices Task Force 
• NC Land Records Taskforce 
• Secretary of State E-Notary Taskforce (& SOS Office) 
• Wire Fraud Summit 
• NCBA RPS Consumer Protection Committee 

 
Where You Can Find Us 

• Our Own Annual Meeting in February in Pinehurst 
• NCBA Real Property Section Annual Meeting 
• NC Land Title Association Annual Meeting (in-state) 
• Visiting NC Law Schools to Talk About Real Estate Law 

ABOUT RELANC: Priorities & Deliverables 

https://relanc.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Closing-Attorney-Brochure-Final-2019.pdf
https://relanc.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Tax-Proration-Brochure-2019.pdf
https://relanc.com/annual-meeting/
https://www.nclta.org/NCLTAWeb/Convention/2022_Convention/NCLTAWeb/Content/2022_Convention.aspx


 

  
  

MEMORANDUM 
 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

  

 

Legal Community 

NCAOC Director Andrew T. Heath 

August 31, 2022 

eCourts Target Date for Pilot County Odyssey ICMS 

Implementation 
 

  

 

  

  
 

Dear Legal Community: 

 

As part of the North Carolina Judicial Branch’s transformative eCourts initiative to take the state court system 

from paper to digital, the Odyssey Integrated Case Management System (ICMS) is projected to launch on 

October 10, 2022, in the four pilot counties of Harnett, Johnston, Lee, and Wake.  
 

The new Odyssey suite will replace 40+ older legacy systems 

and integrate all of these products into one streamlined case 

management solution including eFiling, financial management, 

and document management for all case types. 

 

We are excited about the opportunities that come with modernizing the court system, including increased 

efficiency, collaboration, and access to justice. While we believe this is extremely positive, we also understand 

that this is a very big change for the legal community. 

 

What this transition will mean for court employees and end users: 

• In the pilot counties (Harnett, Johnston, Lee, and Wake) ACIS and VCAP will go into “inquiry only” 

mode on or about 10/5/22 while data is migrated from the ACIS and VCAP mainframe databases to 

the cloud-hosted environment. During this time, all users will still be able to access information in pilot 

county cases using ACIS and VCAP, but the information will only be current through 10/4/22 and 

users will not be able to enter additional information into ACIS or VCAP. Users will retain all ACIS 

and VCAP functionality for cases in the other 96 counties. 

• Once eCourts Odyssey ICMS is released on 10/10/22, ACIS and VCAP will be decommissioned for 

Harnett, Johnston, Lee, and Wake cases. From that point forward, court employees and end users will 

use Odyssey instead of ACIS and VCAP for cases in the pilot counties but will continue to use ACIS 

and VCAP for cases in the remaining 96 counties. 

Official announcements will be made when ACIS and VCAP go into “inquiry only” mode and when Odyssey 

goes live. 

 

Throughout the month of September, we will be offering in-person and virtual training sessions for attorneys, 

paralegals, and legal staff. For more information on the eCourts initiative and training opportunities, 

visit NCcourts.gov/eCourts. 

 

We look forward to working hand-in-hand with you and other legal stakeholders to help communicate this 

change and facilitate a smooth transition. 

 

Thank you for collaboration on this important initiative and for your dedication to the public we serve. 

  

Sincerely, 

 
Andrew T. Heath 

NCAOC Director 
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9/26 update: 

The rollout 

date has been 

postponed.  

 

However, 

trainings will 

continue as 

planned. 

https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMjA4MzEuNjMwNDc0MjEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5uY2NvdXJ0cy5nb3YvZWNvdXJ0cyJ9.lHvA4FixZEMoRo6gP0PsryJPKEqUlSiwHP-rhJjlBI0/s/140808879/br/143355083754-l


 

 

  

 

North Carolina now has a permanent Remote Online Notarization (“RON”) Bill (GS 10B, Article 2, Part 4A). 

RON becomes effective July 1, 2023. Until then, North Carolina’s temporary Emergency Video Notarization will 

remain in effect. The highlights of the final bill are as follows: 

 

A. COMMISSION. There will be an additional remote online notary commission from the Secretary of State (in 

addition to the regular notary commission and the electronic notary commission).   

 

B. PROCEDURE. Before performing a remote electronic notarial act, the remote electronic notary shall first do 

all of the following: 

 

1. Inform the participants that North Carolina law requires that a communication technology recording be 

made of the remote electronic notarization. 

2. Require the remotely located principal to demonstrate that the remotely located principal is not under 

duress and is not otherwise being coerced to complete the transaction. 

3. Verify the identity of the remotely located principal through either personal knowledge or completing all 

of the following: 

 

a. Credential analysis, by a third-party vendor approved by the Secretary. 

b. Identity proofing by a third-party vendor approved by the Secretary.   

c. Comparing the current photo ID of the individual's face and either the signature or a physical 

description of the individual presented by the remotely located principal during credential analysis 

and the image of the remotely located principal via the communication technology. 

 

4. Ask the remotely located principal if the remotely located principal would like an attorney to participate 

in the remote notarization and allow for such if so requested. 

5. Verbally state what documents are being signed for the notarial record or describe the general nature of 

the transaction. 

6. Verify the location of the remotely located principal by geolocation via communication technology. 

 

C. PHYSICAL LOCATION.  The remote electronic notary must physically be located in North Carolina, but the 

remotely located principal may be located in any of the following places: 

 

a. Inside the United States. 

b. Outside the United States and physically on the military installation or vessel named in the military 

orders assigning the member to active duty for more than 120 days, provided the remotely located 

principal is a member, spouse of a member, or dependent of a member of the Armed Forces of the 

United States (a “10(b) Principal”). 

c. Outside the United States at any of the following locations: United States Embassy; United States 

Consulate; or United States Diplomatic Mission. 

 

 

 

 

 

Julian Robb, Immediate Past President  
Blanco Tackabery Attorneys at Law, Winston-Salem 

New Statute Alert: Remote Online Notary 

continued on next page 
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D. SPECIFIC PROHIBITIONS 

 

1. There is an estate planning carve-out: RON may not be used with regard to any of the following 

documents (unless the principal is a 10(b) Principal): 

 

a. A self-proved will.   

b. A revocable or irrevocable trust.   

c. A death beneficiary form that requires an acknowledgment. 

d. A codicil to a will. 

e. Relinquishment of parental rights. 

f. Mail-in absentee ballots. 

 

2. No remotely notarized power of attorney may be used by the attorney-in-fact with any other remotely 

notarized document to convey title to, or transfer any interest in, a remotely located principal's real 

property (unless the remotely located principal is a 10(b) Principal).   

 

E. COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY. A remote electronic notary shall only use a communication 

technology through a platform licensed by the Secretary of State. The remote electronic notary shall also 

only use a communication technology that can do all of the following:  

 

a. Host the meeting in real time. 

b. Allow direct interaction between the remotely located principal and the notary. 

c. Include audio. 

d. Have sufficient video quality to allow a clear and unobstructed visual observation of the face of 

each participant and any identification. 

e. Not include prerecorded video or audio or both. 

f. Be capable of recording. 

g. Be capable of geolocating the remotely located principal. 

h. Be secure from unauthorized interception. 

 

No person may require a remote electronic notary to perform any remote electronic notarial act using a 

communication technology that the remote electronic notary has not selected. 

 

F. SECURITY/LIABILITY. A remote electronic notary who exercised reasonable care in selecting and using 

a licensee or third-party vendor in connection with a remote electronic notarial act shall not be liable for 

any damages resulting from the licensee's or third-party vendor's failure to comply with the requirements 

of this statute.  In return, a remote electronic notary who performs a remote electronic notarization is 

required to: a) enter information about the remote electronic notarization in an electronic journal; and b) 

treat as confidential any information gained from a remotely located principal in the course of performing 

a remote electronic notarization. 

 

G. PAPERING OUT. A papering out provision was included in the final bill. Specifically: a register of deeds 

shall record a paper copy of an electronic document if all of the following conditions are met: 

 

1. The county register of deeds either has no electronic recording system; the register's recording system 

does not accept the type of document being submitted; or the register's electronic recording system is 

not operational in the ordinary course of business at the time of submission;  

2. The execution of the instrument appears to have been properly acknowledged; 

3. The copy has a certificate upon or attached to it, as described in new GS 47-14(a)(3); and  

4. The copy bears evidence of all other required governmental certification or annotation. 

 

 

 

continued from previous page 

RON, continued 
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The number of mortgage lending institutions 

reporting HMDA data dropped in 2021: At least one 

closed-end mortgage loan had been reported by 4,332 

financial institutions, down by 3.1% from 4,472 financial 

institutions in 2020. The top 25 closed-end lenders by 

loan volume held a combined market share of 43.9%, 

which has risen yearly since 2018. The top 25 mortgage 

lenders by loan volume were particularly prominent in 

the refinance market, accounting for 53% of all refinance 

loans. 

 

Asian, Black, and Hispanic white borrowers’ home 

purchase loan shares increased from 2020 to 2021: 

Black borrowers’ share of home purchase loans 

increased from 7.3% in 2020 to 7.9% in 2021. Hispanic 

white borrowers saw their share of home purchase loans 

increase from 9.1% to 9.2%, and Asian borrowers’ share 

increased from 5.5% in 2020 to 7.1% in 2021. The share 

of non-Hispanic white borrowers’ home purchase loans 

decreased from 59.1% to 55.6% during the same time 

period. Black and Hispanic white borrowers, overall, 

continued to qualify for lower median loan amounts, had 

lower median credit scores, and had higher denial rates 

compared to non-Hispanic white and Asian borrowers. 

Additionally, Black and Hispanic white borrowers paid 

higher median interest rates and higher total loan costs 

overall. 

 

This is the fourth year that HMDA data reflects changes 

implemented by the 2015 HMDA rule. The 2015 HMDA 

rule updated institution and transaction report criteria 

and revised the data points that covered institutions must 

report. 

### The full report is available at 

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/. 

CFPB Annual Report of 2021 Mortgage 
Market Activity Reveals an End to the 
Refinancing Boom and an Increase in 

Home Purchase Loans 
 

Asian, Black, and Hispanic white shares of home 
purchase loans increased 

Just Released Market News>>> 9/19/22 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 

(CFPB) released its annual report on 

residential mortgage lending activity and 

trends for 2021. The report’s data are 

submitted by thousands of the nation’s lending 

institutions under the Home Mortgage 

Disclosure Act (HMDA). The report shows a 

shift from refinance loans in 2020 to home 

purchase loans in 2021, with a greater share of 

home purchase loans going to Asian, Black, 

and Hispanic white borrowers relative to the 

share of home purchase loans for non-

Hispanic white borrowers. The top 25 closed-

end lenders by loan volume held nearly half of 

the market share of residential mortgage 

lending – a trend that has risen each year since 

2018. 

 

The Home Mortgage Disclosure Act requires 

financial institutions to collect and report 

mortgage loan-level information on 

applications and originations. The data inform 

determinations as to whether financial 

institutions are serving the housing needs of 

their local communities. Additionally, the data 

facilitate the distribution of funds to local 

communities to help attract private 

investment, as well as to help identify possible 

discriminatory lending patterns and to enforce 

antidiscrimination statutes. 

 

Key findings from this year’s analysis 

include: 

 

Increase in mortgage originations was 

driven by home purchase loans as refinance 

loans fell: Closed-end mortgage originations, 

excluding reverse mortgages, increased in 

2021 by 2.4%, from 13.4 million in 2020 to 

13.7 million. While the 66.8% increase in 

originations from 2019 to 2020 was largely 

driven by refinances, most of the increase 

from 2020 to 2021 was due to jumbo home 

purchase loans. In fact, non-cash-out 

refinance loans began decreasing following a 

peak in March 2021. 
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Business email compromise (BEC)—also 

known as email account compromise 

(EAC)—is one of the most financially 

damaging online crimes. It exploits the fact 

that so many of us rely on email to conduct 

business—both personal and professional. 

In a BEC scam, criminals send an email 

message that appears to come from a 

known source making a legitimate request, 

like in these three examples: 

❖ A vendor your company regularly deals 

with sends an invoice with an updated 

mailing address. 

❖ A company CEO asks her assistant to 

purchase dozens of gift cards to send out as 

employee rewards. She asks for the serial 

numbers so she can email them out right 

away. 

❖ A homebuyer receives a message from his 

title company with instructions on how to 

wire his down payment. 

8 

www.fbi.gov 
FBI ALERT: Common Scams,  

Business Email Compromise on the Rise 



Versions of these scenarios happened to real 

victims. All the messages were fake. And in 

each case, thousands—or even hundreds of 

thousands—of dollars were sent to criminals 

instead. 

How Criminals Carry Out BEC Scams  

A scammer might: 

Spoof an email account or website. Slight 

variations on legitimate addresses 

(john.kelly@examplecompany.com vs. 

john.kelley@examplecompany.com) fool 

victims into thinking fake accounts are 

authentic. 

Send spear-phishing emails. These 

messages look like they’re from a trusted 

sender to trick victims into revealing 

confidential information. That information 

lets criminals access company accounts, 

calendars, and data that gives them the details 

they need to carry out the BEC schemes. 

Use malware. Malicious software can 

infiltrate company networks and gain access 

to legitimate email threads about billing and 

invoices. That information is used to time 

requests or send messages so accountants or 

financial officers don’t question payment 

requests. Malware also lets criminals gain 

undetected access to a victim’s data, 

including passwords and financial account 

information. 

How to Report  

If you or your company fall victim to a BEC 

scam, it’s important to act quickly: 

Contact your financial institution 

immediately and request that they contact 

the financial institution where the transfer 

was sent. Next, contact your local FBI field 

office to report the crime. Also file a 

complaint with the FBI’s Internet Crime 

Complaint Center (IC3). 

How to Protect Yourself  

❖ Be careful with what information you 

share online or on social media. By 

openly sharing things like pet names, 

schools you attended, links to family 

members, and your birthday, you can 

give a scammer all the information they 

need to guess your password or answer 

your security questions. 

❖ Don’t click on anything in an unsolicited 

email or text message asking you to 

update or verify account information. 

Look up the company’s phone number 

on your own (don’t use the one a 

potential scammer is providing), and call 

the company to ask if the request is 

legitimate. 

❖ Carefully examine the email address, 

URL, and spelling used in any 

correspondence. Scammers use slight 

differences to trick your eye and gain 

your trust. 

❖ Be careful what you download. Never 

open an email attachment from someone 

you don't know, and be wary of email 

attachments forwarded to you. 

❖ Set up two-factor (or multi-factor) 

authentication on any account that 

allows it, and never disable it. 

❖ Verify payment and purchase requests in 

person if possible or by calling the 

person to make sure it is legitimate. You 

should verify any change in account 

number or payment procedures with the 

person making the request. 

❖ Be especially wary if the requestor is 

pressing you to act quickly. 
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Step 1: Alert company management and your internal wire fraud response team. Create this team in advance 

and include your: Owner / Manager, Accounting / Finance / Treasurer, IT / IT Security, Legal Counsel, 

Underwriter(s) 

 

Step 2: Report Fraudulent Wire Transfers to the Sending and Receiving Banks. 

• Contact the sending bank’s fraud department: Request that a recall of the wire be sent to the receiving bank 

because of fraud.  Request a recall or reversal and a Hold Harmless Letter or Letter of Indemnity. 

• Ask the sending bank to initiate the FBI’s Financial Fraud Kill Chain.    

• Call the receiving bank’s fraud department to notify them that you have requested a recall.  Provide the 

details for the wire and request that the account be frozen. 

 

Step 3: Inform the parties to the transaction (buyer, seller, real estate agents, broker, attorneys, underwriter, 

notary, etc.) using known, trusted, phone numbers for verbal verification.  

Sample Statement: “There appears to have been [attempted] wire fraud associated with this transaction.  We 

recommend that you review your email security and update passwords and take any other appropriate security 

measures immediately.  For the remainder of this transaction, all communication will occur using known, trusted, 

telephone numbers.” 

 

Step 4: File a complaint with the FBI's Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3).   

Need help to get started? Visit www.alta.org/ic3how to see a two-minute how-to video. 

Ready to go? Visit www.alta.org/ic3 and provide the following information: 

• Victim's information, Financial transaction information (e.g., account information, transaction date and 

amount, who received the money), as well as Subject's name, address, telephone, email, website, and IP 

address along with specific details on how you were victimized as well as any email header(s).  

 

Step 5: Report Fraudulent Wire Transfers and Attempts to Law Enforcement in the jurisdiction where the 

crime has occurred. 

• Local Police/Sheriff:  https://www.policeone.com/law-enforcement-directory/  

• FBI Field Office:  https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us/field-offices  

Ask your Field Office to initiate the FBI’s Financial Fraud Kill Chain. 

• Secret Service:  https://www.secretservice.gov/contact/field-offices/  

 

Step 6: Call the sending bank again to confirm that the recall request has been processed. 

 

Step 7: Document your response using a Response Worksheet. 

• Customize this ALTA Rapid Response Plan for Wire Fraud Incidents 

• Customize a Response Worksheet (available in Excel or PDF) 

• Assign each step to an appropriate person/entity 

 

Step 8: Consider contacting your insurance carrier(s) and outside legal counsel. 

 

Step 9: Review your Incident Response Plan to determine if you need to update passwords, secure hardware, 

and review email logs to determine how and when email accounts were accessed. 

 

Step 10: If funds were wired out of the U.S., hire an attorney in that country to help recover funds. 

 

Worksheets and other documents to support this process are located at alta.org. 

ALTA Rapid Response 

Plan for Wire Fraud 

Incidents 
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https://www.alta.org/file.cfm?name=FBI-FinancialFraudKillChain
http://www.alta.org/ic3how
http://www.alta.org/ic3
https://www.policeone.com/law-enforcement-directory/
https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us/field-offices
https://www.alta.org/file.cfm?name=FBI-FinancialFraudKillChain
https://www.secretservice.gov/contact/field-offices/
https://www.alta.org/file.cfm?name=ALTA-Rapid-Response-Plan-for-Wire-Fraud-Incidents
https://www.alta.org/file.cfm?name=Rapid-Response-Worksheet---Excel-Format
https://www.alta.org/file.cfm?name=Rapid-Response-Worksheet---PDF-Format


     

  

RELANC is planning visits to some of the North Carolina law schools this year, to host information sessions 

for students who may be interested in pursuing real estate law as part of their career practice area. RELANC’s 

board of directors is representative of most of the schools however we’re interested in knowing which of our 

members are particularly interested in supporting this effort, and for which schools. Please let us know by 

emailing the Executive Director, Bonnie Biggs, at bonniebiggs@relanc.com.  

 

Investors title 

Fall Gathering 

 

October 7 - 8 

Where We are Going Next 
 

 

NC Land Title Annual 

Convention 

 

September 22 - 24 

Renew your membership & 

grab some new swag!  
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We look forward to seeing you at the Annual Meeting! 

Bowman 

Portone 

Robb 

Gorenflo 

Webster 

Heim 

Burt Archie 

Garren 

2022 Leadership 

President: Randy Herman, Cary  
Vice President: Richard “Dick” Archie, Kinston 

Treasurer: Tom Holt, Chapel Hill  
Secretary: Marc Garren, Fuquay-Varina 

Kuhn 

Holt 

Directors: Richard “Dick” Archie, ENC, Sarah Bowman, 
Asheville, Michael Burt, Charlotte, Maggie Cromer, Raleigh*, 
Mike Gorenflo, Moore County, Casey Heim, Raleigh, Randy 
Herman, Cary, Tom Holt, Chapel Hill, Ben Ipock, Raleigh*, 
Ben Kuhn, Raleigh, W. Brock Mitchell, Elizabeth City*, Dan 
Portone, Charlotte, Julian Robb, Winston-Salem, Chris 
Salyer, Fayetteville, Bryant Webster, Black Mountain, 
Bonnie Biggs, Executive Director. * new board 

www.relanc.com 

www.relanc.com www.relanc.com 

www.relanc.com 

Annual Meeting 

Pinehurst NC 

The Carolina Hotel 

 

NEW TIMING FOR 2023 

Sunday, February 19, 2023 

Early Arrival Reception 7:00 p.m. 

 

Monday, February 20 

8:30 a.m. to ~2:00 p.m. 

Breakfast and Lunch Included 

 

call 866-764-4045 NOW 

for our hotel block at $265 

 

Event Registration Open Soon 

Ipock Mitchell 

Salyer Biggs 

Cromer 


